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Driverless hover-taxis to take off in Singapore (NST) 

Dyson picks Singapore for its new electric car factory (CNBC)

The startup inspiring teens into tech entrepreneurship (Forbes)

7 corporate skills to take with you into entrepreneurship  
(Entrepreneur Asia Pacific)

Grab inks prepaid card deal with Mastercard (Channel NewsAsia)

Revenue sharing with Sabah, Sarawak after financial position 
improves (Bernama)

Medical device industry should embrace new technology to stay 
competitive – MIDA (The Star)

GMS 2018 platform usahawan tingkat daya saing (Utusan)

Bajet 2019: Geran usahawan akan terus disalurkan             
(Laman Web Rasmi MED)

SME Corp hopes adequate budget for development programmes 
(Bernama)

STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 24 Oct 2018

FTSE

6,962.98

+7.77

+0.11%

DID YOU KNOW?

The information, news, and views set out in this Morning Break are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of the Institut Keusahawanan Negara Berhad
(INSKEN). INSKEN (A) expressly disclaim the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of any data and (B) shall not be liable for any errors, omissions or other defects in, delays or interruptions in 

such data, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. Neither INSKEN nor any of our information providers will be liable for any damages relating to your use of the information provided 
herein. All data and information is provided “as is” for personal informational purposes only, and is not intended for trading purposes or advice. 

Please consult your broker or financial representative to verify pricing before executing any trade.

DJIA

24,583.42

-608.01

-2.41% 

NIKKEI

22,091.18

-76.58

-0.35%

SHANGHAI

2,603.30

+8.47

+0.33%

FBMKLCI

1,690.04

-7.56

-0.45%

A mistake in the use of these terms can lead to price setting that is substantially too high or low, resulting in lost

sales or lost profits, respectively.

For more info, click HERE.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MARGIN & MARK UP

INFO

Source: Accounting Tools Website

13.57 million
is the number of expected 
Facebook users in Malaysia 

on 2019
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